Tennis Tournament Results
Destin Invite: Battle At The Beach
Sep 20-22, 2019 at Miramar Beach, FL

**Singles competition**

Juan Martin Jalif (Florida State University) def. Jochen Bertsch (Oklahoma) 6-0, 7-5
Loris Pourroy (Florida State University) def. Mark Mandlik (Oklahoma) 7-5, 6-4
Rana Roop Bhullar (Florida State University) def. Max Stewart (Oklahoma) 7-5, 7-5
Enzo Le Seguillon (Florida State University) def. Matt Rodriuguez (Oklahoma) 6-2, 6-1
Juan Martin Jalif (Florida State University) def. Daniel Moreno (Louisiana State) 6-3, 6-4
Enzo Le Seguillon (Florida State University) def. Ruy Teixeira (Louisiana State) 7-6 (0-4), 4-6, 6-3
Nick Watson (Louisiana State) def. Loris Pourroy (Florida State University) 6-3, 6-2
Rana Roop Bhullar (Florida State University) def. Joey Thomas (Louisiana State) 6-0, 6-0
Juan Martin Jalif (Florida State University) def. Tim Ruetzel (Tulane) 6-4, 6-3
Akos Kotorman (Tulane) def. Rana Roop Bhullar (Florida State University) 6-2, 1-6, 6-0
Enzo Le Seguillon (Florida State University) def. Henry Lovett (Tulane) 6-3, 6-2
Loris Pourroy (Florida State University) def. Benji Jacobson (Tulane) 6-2, 6-4

**Doubles competition**

Joey Thomas/Daniel Moreno (Louisiana State) def. Juan Martin Jalif/Loris Pourroy (Florida State University) 8-4
Enzo Le Seguillon/Rana Roop Bhullar (Florida State University) def. Ruy Teixeira/Nick Watson (Louisiana State) 8-7
Juan Martin Jalif/Loris Pourroy (Florida State University) def. Mark Mandlik/Max Stewart (Oklahoma) 8-5
Jochen Bertschi/Matt Rodriuguez (Oklahoma) def. Rana Roop Bhullar/Enzo Le Seguillon (Florida State University) 8-4
Juan Martin Jalif/Loris Pourroy (Florida State University) def. Tim Ruetzel/Akos Kotorman (Tulane) 8-3
Rana Roop Bhullar/Enzo Le Seguillon (Florida State University) def. Benji Jacobson/Henry Lovett (Tulane) 8-5

Tournament notes: